EULs of measures additional to those posted in the Appendix of the 7/18/11 order

Residential air leakage sealing: best practice materials and techniques – 20 years

Agricultural engine block heater timers – 8 years

Multifamily thermostatic radiator valves – 12 years

MF and C&I stairwell bilevel dimming light fixture/sensor – 10 years

C&I LEDs, fixtures and screw in lamps (other than refrigerated case):

- Placed on the Qualified Products List by the Design Lights Consortium (DLC)
  - 35,000 or 50,000 hours, according to the appropriate Application Category as specified in DLC's Product Qualification Criteria, Technical Requirements Table version 2.0 or higher.

- Placed on the Qualified Fixture List by ENERGY STAR®
  - 35,000 hours according to the appropriate luminaire classification as specified in the ENERGY STAR® Program Requirements for Luminaires, version 1.2

- Placed on the Qualified Lamp Products List by ENERGY STAR®
  - 15,000 hours (decorative) or 25,000 hours (all other), according to the appropriate lamp classification as specified in the ENERGY STAR® Program Requirements for Integral LED Lamps, version 1.4

- Uncertified: 25,000 hours.

- Divided by estimated annual use, but capped at 15 years regardless (consistent with C&I redecoration and business type change patterns).

Strip curtain installation for reach-in coolers and freezers 4 years

Door gasket installation for reach-in coolers and freezers 4 years